
The Game Design Competition is now open, giving  
students an opportunity to apply their thinking skills,  
collaboration and creativity to an authentic context. 
The competition calls for students to collaborate as 
young game designers, and to share their ideas for a 
road safety game – in a format of their choice.

Entry type 1  
Game Design Document: Create an idea for a great 
game, then describe how it works, who it is aimed at 
and what it looks like. Students will need to test their 
ideas with others.

Entry type 2  
Playable Game + Game Design Document: Come up 
with a game, test ideas, document the design and code 
or construct a prototype, which students share within 
the school community.

Deadline for entries: 5pm Friday 1 July 2016.  

TAKE LEARNING  
IN RICH  
DIRECTIONS
Educator Pam Hook says  
games for social good are  
an empowering form of  
text in which character  
development becomes  
personal development.

‘Getting students to actually design a purposeful 
game can be a wonderful opportunity to take 
student learning in many rich directions. 

‘NZ Transport Agency curriculum resources, 
which support the competition, are about 
citizenship. The key message for young people  
is you belong, you matter and you can work 
together towards outcomes that help other 
people’ she says.

‘Student teams may bring an eclectic mix of skills 
and interests and this variety will actually be their 
strength as there’s so much involved in designing 
an effective social good game,’ says Pam.

‘There’s a lot of thinking and planning 
involved – whether young people are 
designing a game or actually making a  
game. They’ll find they are relating to 
each other in new ways as they think 
about their world and their place in it.’
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IS UNDERWAY FOR STUDENTS IN YEARS 7-13 

GAME DESIGN COMPETITION 2016

PRIZES

One team in each category wins

• $5000 of vouchers for the school

• $1500 of vouchers for the students

• $1000 of vouchers for the supervising teacher.

One of the two category winners will be judged the overall  

winner: an additional $5000 of vouchers for the school.

All entries which meet competition requirements go into a  

lucky draw for one of 5 x $2000 vouchers for their school.

  education.nzta.govt.nz/gamecompetition



PROFILE  

MOBILE GAME  

DEVELOPER  

JEREMY BURGESS

Hundreds of people in New Zealand have jobs  
making games for computers and mobile devices. 
Here’s one of them: Jeremy Burgess. 
Jeremy works at PikPok, a Wellington studio that develops and  
publishes mobile games about flying futuristic speeders, fighting  
zombie hordes or solving word puzzles. His role is the technical  
director, leading 20 programmers while sneaking time for bits  
of highly technical programming of his own. He’s 33 years old.

‘It’s a very young industry,’ he says. ‘You can get career opportunities  
that you’d normally only expect at an older age in other lines of work.’ 

As a teenager, Jeremy tinkered with computers but a career in game 
development was not yet on his radar.

‘What I was doing was mostly playing games rather than making them.’

He took calculus, stats, physics, English, classics and history at 
Wellington’s Onslow College. Then he spent five years at university, 
studying film and media and computer studies. 

‘For a long time, I had wanted to work in media production. I loved film,  
I loved TV and I loved computer games – so I wanted to work somewhere 
in that field. I was always very interested in games but it wasn’t clear as a 
career option until near the end of my time at uni.’

‘That’s when some friends of mine were trying to develop their business 
making a game and they were putting together a pitch. They asked me  
to come and do some work with them over the summer. I went and 
worked with them for three weeks and that was the first taste I had  
of working in game development.’

After graduation, Jeremy landed a job at the forerunner to his present 
employer, and began programming. He’s since gained a wide range  
of experience here and in the UK. 

‘We’re focused on mobile games now and the challenge is to build  
these with a structure that works over time and can be extended.  
It’s hard work and people have to be motivated, but it’s very  
interesting work. You learn to think laterally.’

Launching a new game into the market is one of the feel-good  
parts of the job.

‘It’s an industry where we’re concerned about what we’re  
making, about the product. It’s really rewarding when our game  
goes out the door and it gets into the hands of a lot of people.’

The best advice I can pass on  

to students is to do something  

simple and do it well. Don’t  

over-complicate the design  

of your game. Cluttered design  

is hard to read and hard to  

understand – a simple game  

design is more likely to help players  

connect with your ideas about safe road use. 

In my NCEA Level 2 and Level 3 Design classes,  

I get the students to continually look at good 

design and figure out what makes it good. 

By analysing examples, they learn about layout, 

visual hierarchy, typography and other aspects of 

design and can then incorporate elements of this 

research into their own work. Don’t reinvent the 

wheel, as they say. 

MATTHEW JARRY, HOD ART,  
SCOTS COLLEGE

TIPS FOR GAME DEVELOPMENT FROM JEREMY BURGESS  ‘If you don’t have an idea in place, 
go back and look at what we already know about successful games. In the industry, we spend a lot of time looking at what competitors are doing.’  ‘The biggest pitfall for a small developer is scope – keep it small. People underestimate how 

hard a game will be to make. For the Game Design Competition, a 
small idea may turn out to be a good idea. Have a simple mechanic at the heart of it.’



GIVE GAMES A SENSE OF PURPOSE
Educator Pam Hook shares some insights into how students can check 
their game design has a social good purpose.

Review questions for students:We can think in general about students’ 
game designs like this:

THE GAME 
STORY

Young people are citizens  
who belong, matter and  
make a difference on the  
road network

THE 
CONTEXT

Working with others on  
speed, young drivers,  
urban cycling, distractions  
or fatigue

A MEASURE  
OF SUCCESS

Extent to which the game 
design makes the player want 
to behave in ways that cares 
for others on our roads 

Teachers share tips 
on game design
A reference group of teachers met last year 
to provide advice in the planning stage of 
the Game Design Competition. Here are 
some of their ideas for supporting students 
to make strong entries.

What resonates with me is the suggested  topic of distraction – and how teachers  and students can look at this from a  science perspective. It ties in with the  science of perception and vision, and  aspects of the nature of science such as  the repeatability of findings and fair testing. 
Young people like to know more about themselves – the limits of their body, things like how far can you see – and all those things you can measure. So there is potential for game designs to emerge from a solid grounding in science learning.STEPHEN WALTERS, PRINCIPAL,  RANGIORA NEW LIFE SCHOOL 

A game doesn’t have to be aimed at  
the same age group as the team  
members. They could, for example,  
make a game aimed at younger kids  
and how they use the road. This  
would give students new perspectives – they might have 
to go and talk to younger people and test their game. 
From a technology teaching perspective, I am seeing a 
whole cyclical process to improve the outcomes, and 
there’s certainly an opportunity for cross-curricular 
learning.
LEE MACRI HOD DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY,  
RATHKEALE COLLEGE
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With game design 
for social good, it is 
all about making:

what the  
player wants  

to do in  
the game 

 
what you are 

supposed to do  
as a citizen and 

road user

intersect with

What opportunities are provided 
for players to experience being in 
a ‘community of collaboration’ 
for social good? 

What opportunities does the game give 

players to experiment with different 

roles and different perspectives on 

sharing the roads safely?

 How do they progress in the game?

What is in the game player’s mind when they play? 



www.twitter.com/nztaeducation#gamecomp16 pinterest.com/nzta

MATCHING PURPOSEFUL 
GAMEPLAY TO AN 
AUDIENCE
Students will need to identify a target audience  
and come up with an engaging game design,  
says competition judge Neil Melhuish from NetSafe.

Neil says there is now a real diversity in who plays games 
– much like the diversity in road users – so there is plenty 
of scope to design games with particular appeal.

‘The people who play games now defy stereotypes.  
The explosion of platforms that games are played on, 
especially mobile, means that a high percentage of  
people are gamers now.

‘In response, the types of games have also hugely 
expanded over the last 10 years, from massive online 
immersive worlds, through fast paced action and strategy 
games to puzzles with a simple gameplay.’ 

INTEGRATING TOPIC WITH GAMEPLAY
Neil says a challenge for students is to weave their  
road safety topic into their game’s story, setting and 
mechanics so players learn about safe road use in an 
authentic and fun way. 

‘There’s something that can be learnt from playing all 
games. You might learn how to cooperate to achieve a 
task with your team mates, or how to socialise online.  
Integrating a complex topic like road safety takes the 
educational aspect of games to the next level for both 
players and young game designers.’

POSITIVE PERSPECTIVES NEEDED
Neil says the competition requires entries to focus on 
positive road use and avoid depicting crashes or disaster 
scenarios.

‘At NetSafe, we know that shock tactics don’t work when 
talking to anyone about how to keep safe and be 
respected online.’ 

He says that NetSafe sometimes receives enquiries about 
how appropriate the content of games is for young people 
and problematic behaviours, such as spending too much 
time, linked to gaming. 

‘This competition gives young people a new perspective 
and gives them the potential to participate and contribute 
to a powerful emerging trend of games for social good.’

CYBERSAFETY RESOURCES
NetSafe’s website has been revised and now 
contains even more useful information for young 
people and their families: www.netsafe.org.nz

The site includes the NetSafe Kit for Schools, which 
helps schools developing their approaches to 
student cybersafety and digital citizenship.

  At some point, you have to be in agreement as a team on what you’re going to do.  
You all need to pull in the same direction – but you don’t have to have that at the 
outset. In making any good game, there are plenty of battles among the team over 
who the game is for and what our design approach will be.

  If you are coding a digital game, it is never too soon to learn about version control.

MORE TIPS 
FROM GAME 

DEVELOPER 

JEREMY 
BURGESS


